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LTDI Breaking News: Latitude Industries Working With GE Capital 
to Offer Floor Plan Financing  

MIAMI, FL, Jul 18, 2007 (MARKET WIRE via COMTEX) -- 
Latitude Industries Inc. (PINKSHEETS: LTDI), a manufacturer 
of high-performance, center console powerboats, announces today 
that it is completing all the necessary steps and requirements 
to offer floor plan financing through 
GE Commercial Distribution Finance to boat dealers nationwide.

"Once again we are pushing to expand our presence in these competitive 
markets and be able to offer our product to more than 12,000 marine dealers 
with more than $35 Billion in sales nationwide," said Carolina Hernandez, 
President and CEO of Latitude Powerboats.

GE Commercial Distribution Finance (CDF) is a leading provider of 
inventory financing programs that assist in moving products from 
manufacturers and distributors to dealers and resellers. 
CDF’s specialized inventory finance programs make it possible 
for dealers to stock sufficient inventory for their businesses 
at minimal carrying costs.

By taking care of the up-front inventory costs, CDF enables the dealer 
to purchase needed inventory and pay as the product is sold.

About Latitude Industries

Latitude Industries is a manufacturer of high-quality, offshore sport 
fishing boats. The company’s boats fuse innovative design with advanced 
light-weight composite materials that resist rot and decay and retain 
buoyancy under all conditions. Hand-laid fiberglass hulls offer 
the best of old world craftsmanship and new world technology. 
In addition, the company enhances the safety of its boats by using 
the latest lamination technology, creating a sturdy and durable 
hull that can handle the toughest sea conditions. 

Latitude Industries employs craftsmen with decades of industry 
experience at its headquarters in South Florida, the sport fishing 
capital of the world.
 
DO YOU LOVE TRADING PENNY STOCKS? 
WATCH LTDI WEDNESDAY!
THE ALERT IS ON!!!



It is not  just a tool that allows you to visually set the various properties  o
f layout managers, although that certainly is possible.
It handles all of the details of how relational data is mapped to Java objects, 
and it standardizes  object-relational mapping.
server    The JRuby installation includes documentation, examples, and sample pr
ograms to help you get started.
A bad agent can crash the entire VM process with a trivial null pointer derefere
nce.
Developers will be able to influence the direction of the Java ME platform and p
ossibly make contributions that could end up in hundreds of millions of devices.

For example, enterprise application developers need to add logic in server-side 
components to handle Ajax-related requests directed to the server.
Here is an article on the transition from JVMPI to JVM TI.
Agent libraries must be re-entrant and MT-safe, and they must follow all the JVM
 TI and JNI rules.
The ability to substitute a Component as a tab’s identifier  D.



The library is loaded before the VM has initialized, allowing the agent library 
to capture early VM events that it could not access before.
In many situations,  you can save time and effort by using a visual development 
 environment to design and implement graphical forms.
Ajax enables high responsiveness because it supports asynchronous and partial re
freshes of a web page.
As a quick test that  everything is working, start interactive Ruby by typing ji
rb at the command line.
The ability to add and remove tabs How do you determine the number of characters
 in a String?
The ability to substitute a Component as a tab’s identifier  D.
It is not  just a tool that allows you to visually set the various properties  o
f layout managers, although that certainly is possible.
The GUI builder provides visual cues for component alignment and anchoring as yo
u design your UI.
Learn More About Java Technology     Developer Community   JavaFX on java.
What is the best Java platform to use with the upcoming release of the Microsoft
 Windows Vista operating system?
In addition, we plan to open source JavaTest software, the test harness that sup
ports both of these frameworks.
Once you download and unpack the jMaki zip file, adding jMaki widgets to applica
tions is quite easy.
"We are creating a web site for open-source Java ME developers.
You can download the sample archive for the Using a Model Facade tip.
Agents can also be very difficult to get right.
You can download the sample archive for the Using a Model Facade tip.
Support for structural unmarshaling What is the purpose of the java.
However,  the GUI builder itself handles the low-level details of component  pos
itioning, sizing, resizing, and spacing.
As well as making it easy to add Ajax functionality to an application, Dynamic F
aces gives you flexibility with regard to how you add the Ajax capabilities.
These two implementations are extensions of the standard Lifecycle and ViewRoot 
implementations that JavaServer Faces technology supplies.
And for optimization, Sun Studio includes performance and thread analysis tools,
 all of which are accessible through the GUI.
Their experience working with Cray and other supercomputers, in conjunction with
 oil exploration software, had provided apt preparation for the Internet age.
As this article mentioned earlier, Ajax enables the high responsiveness of many 
web applications.
Once you have installed the software, you can run JRuby interactively or invoke 
scripts in files.
Dynamic Faces also leverages the JavaServer Faces component model to efficiently
 manage client-side and server-side state.
As this article mentioned earlier, Ajax enables the high responsiveness of many 
web applications.
The client then updates the page based on the response.
Most popular browsers, including Mozilla browsers and Internet Explorer, do.
It just takes some simple steps: Find the jMaki.
The  GUI builder and layout manager work together to allow you to freely  place 
and manipulate visual components anywhere on your form.
Ajax has different implications for developers working in different roles.
A later tip showed how to create  custom components with JavaServer Faces techno
logy.
You can view a map, then move your cursor across it to see adjacent areas almost
 immediately.
Also in this episode, the Geek Gadget Guru fires up Havoc Heli, the AirHogs remo
te-controlled helicopter from Spin Master.
Both of these are being removed from future JDK releases.
Sun Studio also includes performance libraries that are the best in the industry
.



The JList class, like JTable and  JTree, can be customized using a cell renderer
.
Seaney and Wallace began researching the travel industry’s software challenges a
nd found themselves consulting with Hotels.
Export your table content and use OpenOffice to sort your table as a spreadsheet
.
Anchors show the point of origin for measuring component positions within a form
.
large, form textarea.
See a list of available hotels.
See how well you do on this online quiz.
Here is  a better approach.
Page authors use these Ajax components, along with widgets, JavaScript technolog
y, and other techniques, to incorporate Ajax functionality into their web applic
ations.
Smaller runtime libraries  B.
Dynamic Faces also leverages the JavaServer Faces component model to efficiently
 manage client-side and server-side state.
Ajax enables high responsiveness because it supports asynchronous and partial re
freshes of a web page.
Use a TableRowSorter, which provides sorting and filtering of your existing Tabl
eModel.
Implementing Ajax  Functionality in a Legacy Web Application The first articles 
in the series show how to implement  Ajax features in an existing application th
at was developed in the NetBeans IDE.
This article focuses on page authors and describes various techniques that you c
an use to add Ajax functionality to a web page.
Why is this not a good approach to persisting data?
You can’t inject EntityManager instances into an application-scoped JavaServer F
aces technology-based managed bean.
We want to accelerate the growth and adoption of the Java ME  platform by enabli
ng developers to participate fully in its creation and evolution.
It handles all of the details of how relational data is mapped to Java objects, 
and it standardizes  object-relational mapping.
com and Expedia were the only companies that owned a local inventory hotel prope
rty quoting engine.
You must pay close attention to detail when you add an agent library.
You must sort content before you put it into your TableModel.
The ability to add an icon to the tab  C.
It coordinates interthread communication between an executing thread and the wor
ker thread.
The following diagram shows the flow of the guess number  application: The appli
cation begins with the display of an HTML page that prompts for a number between
 a range.
The following code injects EntityManager instances into an application-scoped Ja
vaServer Faces technology-based managed bean.
Layout  managers are not gone.
The application has been extracted from the tutorial for use in these articles.
The person with the best feedback, which was judged by a panel of experts, won t
he flat-screen TV.
Smaller runtime libraries  B.
comments-syntax-indicator span.
It controls how the MBean is displayed on your monitor.
All you  have to do is subclass t
It just takes some simple steps: Find the jMaki.
Neither do you need to rewrite any of your application to add Ajax magic to it.
Please use one that does such as Mozilla or Firefox.
What makes the technology so flexible is that jMaki does not limit you to any pa
rticular kind of widget from any particular vendor.
You can’t inject EntityManager instances into an application-scoped JavaServer F



aces technology-based managed bean.
The response page also displays an "Again" button.
It controls how the MBean is displayed on your monitor.
Ruby on Rails Ruby on Rails is a software package that works with a database and
 a web server for rapidly developing database-backed web applications that follo
w the model-
With Dynamic Faces, you can identify which components in the tree should benefit
 from asynchronous updates.
Join the GlassFish Community.
It aggregates several type parameters generated by the worker thread into a sing
le, generic return object.
For details on how to get started, see one of the two tutorials listed in the Fo
r More Information section.
Check it out on the SDN Channel Blog
Get the Sun technologies and tools that will Ajax-enable your web apps.
Download and install the binary bundle if you just want to learn JRuby and run s
cripts.
Ajax enables high responsiveness because it supports asynchronous and partial re
freshes of a web page.
The approach is not thread safe.
It also showed how to  create a JSF application that includes GUI components tha
t are modeled by the JSF framework.
After that, you’ll find out what’s included in a typical jMaki widget.
The approach cannot be used with container-managed persistence.
You can grab one of the widgets from Dojo, Script.
It just takes some simple steps: Find the jMaki.
For  example, when a button is pressed it causes a form to be  submitted.
Support for structural unmarshaling What is the purpose of the java.
This frees you to design  an appealing UI without spending needless time tweakin
g every detail  of the layout implementation.
war to your application’s web directory.
He works with web-based technologies such as JavaServer Faces and Ajax, as well 
as enterprise technologies based on the GlassFish platform.
In many situations,  you can save time and effort by using a visual development 
 environment to design and implement graphical forms.
Agent libraries must be re-entrant and MT-safe, and they must follow all the JVM
 TI and JNI rules.
The client then updates the page based on the response.


